
GRADE 10- IN THE 
NEWS

Communication

Globalisation and 
Sustainability



ART ISN’T EVERYTHING, BUT IT’S 
ABOUT EVERYTHING

Inquiry Statement



WHY ARE WE STUDYING THIS?

● As a starting point, “In the news” provides an opportunity for us to 
engage with our international context and our responsibilities as global 
citizens. 

● Current affairs could delve into a huge range of global issues including 
politics, war, liberation, gender, ecology, society, finance, culture as well 
as specific stories or narratives. 

● As always, we will be using structures, skills and thinking frames that will 
prepare you for your assessment task in Year 5 of the MYP and 
ultimately Visual Arts in the DP.



MAP IT OUT...

● Choose your story- 

- global

- local

- personal

● Collect / plan your source 
imagery-
- take photos?

- collect secondary source? 

- question why that image? 

- question the effectiveness of 
the image as a source to work 
from

● Initial concept ideas-

- what do you want to say? Why?

- how does your imagery support 
the theme and your concept? 

● Research artists who have 
created a commentary through 
public art.



Objective A: Knowing 
and Understanding

Objective B: Developing 
SKills

Objective C: Thinking 
Creatively

Objective D: 
Responding

Year 5

In order to 
reach the aims  
of arts, students 
should be able 
to:

 (i) demonstrate _______ 
knowledge and 
understanding of the art 
form studied, including 
concepts, processes, and 
the use of subject-specific 
terminology 

 (ii) demonstrate _______ 
understanding of the role 
of the art form in original 
or displaced contexts 

 (iii) use __________ of 
acquired  knowledge to 
purposefully inform 
artistic decisions in the 
process of creating 
artwork.

 (i) demonstrate ________ 
acquisition and 
development of the skills 
and techniques of the art 
form studied 

 (ii) demonstrate 
________  application of 
skills and techniques to 
create, perform and/or 
present art.

 (i) develops ________  
artistic intention that is 
consistently feasible, 
clear, imaginative and 
coherent

 (ii) demonstrates 
________  range and 
depth of creative-thinking 
behaviours

 (iii) demonstrates 
________  exploration of 
ideas to effectively shape 
artistic intention through 
to a point of realization.

 

 (i) construct  ________ 
meaning and transfer 
learning to new settings 

 (ii) create _________ 
artistic response that 
intends to reflect or 
impact on the world 
around them 

 (iii) present __________ 
critique of the artwork of 
self and others.

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA...

limited (1-2)

adequate (3-4)

substantial (5-6)

excellent (7-8)



WHICH ARTISTS HAVE 
DIRECTLY RESPONDED TO 
CURRENT AFFAIRS IN THEIR 
WORK?

Inquiry Question



FAKE



Picasso



Jorit



Banksy



Kruger



N. Ireland Murals 



Keith Haring



HOW CAN YOU RESPOND TO 
TODAY’S NEWS?

Inquiry Statement



Slacsatu (Kampong Glam)



Elmac (Little India)



Ripple Root (Market St)



Jahan Loh (Little India)



Y C Yip (China Town)



Jaba Piedra Negra (Haji Lane)



Sing Zacheravich



Kiat (Tanjong Katong Road)



Sam Lo (Neil Road)



Antz (Aliwal Art Centre)



Didier Jaba Mathieu (Geylang Park Connector)



SHOULD ARTISTS PAY 
ATTENTION TO LOCAL, 
NATIONAL AND GLOBAL 
NEWS?

Inquiry Statement





washes blending

flat colour sponge







Gary Buckendorf

- temperature
- emotion
- taste
- sound



TO WHAT EXTENT DO 
CURRENT AFFAIRS / THE 
ARTIST’S CONTEXT IMPACT 
THEIR ARTWORK?

Inquiry Statement



How can 
the 

relationship 
between 
text and 

image be 
used to 

promote 
thinking? 

Rodrigo Garate Chateau



Juxtaposition of text and image to inform the story

The driving axis of my experiments 
is the relationship between text 
and image, the alteration of their 
meaning and the continuation of 
their original stories.

These works have been built from the 
assemblage of text and images that had 
no relation in their original concept, but 
when linked they acquire a new meaning 
and thus promoting new thought. 





Visual Context Clues? 



In the Ted Talk “Using Design to Make Ideas New” , 
Milton Glaser refers to Silas Rhodes (who he 
worked alongside at the School of Visual Arts). 
Rhodes would hand his students a piece of text and 
say, “Do something with this.”

The relationship between the old and new, the 
new emerging from the old. 



Conceptually- 

Promotes thinking- from both the designer and the audience / 
consumer… 

Reinvents existing imagery and concepts to create a new 
concept

Dependence between text and image- one relies on the other to 
provide context, one changes the implied meaning of the other. 

It has a sense of history / nostalgia / familiarity- but the distortion 
/ contradiction grabs our attention



Practically- 

Limits choices- creates boundaries, problems / challenges to 
solve

Quick- try, change, reinvent

Allows instant experimentation with composition

Allows layering- integration of text within the image

Create balance + consider space- negative, quiet, noise

Provides a starting point for further investigation…



To scale up onto the 
wall…

- Grid method
- Freehand
- Projector 



All teacher feedback will now 
appear as a comment next to 
your journal page!

Let me know if you prefer FF or 
comments.



FURTHER READING

Myrium Dion

Teacher Pinterest Board- Artists

Bird. J et al. War and Art: A Visual History of Modern Conflict. Reaktion Books

Berger. J. Ways of Seeing. Penguin Books

Kleon. A. Steal Like an Artist. Workman Publishing

Gardner. H. The 20th Century Art Book. Phaidon

Gardner. H. The Art Book. Phaidon

https://www.myriamdion.com/olderworks
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/shelleywood83/10-in-the-news/

